Bring the cinema home

TFX 5.1: Remastered for HD, 3D and SuperHD entertainment.
Tannoy’s best selling budget home cinema loudspeaker package just got even better.

High Fidelity

The Shining

The new TFX builds on the award winning SFX 5.1 system

Looking as good as it sounds, each TFX system is colour

with a dynamic range to power through Dolby True HD and

matched in a sumptuous black or a fresh white high gloss

DTS HD-Master Audio soundtracks with ease. From articulating

finish. The four satellites are supplied with wall brackets and

nuances of emotion to dramatic bass effects, TFX is at the

speaker cable is included ensuring the system can be set-up

cutting edge of home theatre performance. The TFX satellite

and running with the minimum fuss. Optional matching floor

and centre channel speakers feature Tannoy’s WideBand

stands are available to order. Extremely compact dimensions of

technology with a tweeter response that extends to over 70 kHz.

the satellites and subwoofer make discreet installation simple.

With new surround sound formats delivering frequencies of

The TFX 5.1 system incorporates an automatic on/off feature

up to 48 kHz, TFX 5.1 captures the atmoshphere and

and energy efficient low standby power mode.

excitement of Blu-ray movies and High-Definition broadcasts
like no other speaker package in its class.

Fast and Furious
The curved rear profile of each TFX satellite speaker has been

The Deep

streamlined to eliminate internal standing waves to ensure

The TFX subwoofer underpins the satellite speakers’ three-

outstanding clarity and definition. Perfect for both movie

dimensional soundstage with deep and weighty bass. Its

soundtracks and music, the enhanced polymer cabinets

long-throw 8” (200mm) driver and potent 100 Watt amplifier

provide a tight, fast midrange response. The TFX centre

have more than ample power for low frequency effects.

channel speaker has been further fine-tuned to convey the

Crafting a full range soundstage, the TFX electronics ensures

most accurate and articulate dialogue. From a pin-drop to

seamless integration between the subwoofer and satellites to

a shattering explosion, the TFX 5.1 system delivers effortless

convey the power and passion of any movie.

and immersive sound just how the director intended.

Technical Specifications
Centre & Satellites
Recommended amplifier power		
15 - 100 W
Sensitivity (2.83 V @ 1 m)		
85 dB
Nominal impedance		
6 ohms
Frequency response (-6 dB)		
140 Hz - 78 kHz
Drivers		
HF: 15 mm (0.6”) titanium dome, neodymium magnet system
		
LF: 75 mm (3”) multi-fibre paper cone
Crossover frequency (LF to HF)		
2.9 kHz
Magnetic shielding		Yes
Satellite weight		
0.8 kg (1.9 lbs)
Satellite dimensions (H x W x D)		
130.9 x 95.9 x 100 mm (5.2 x 3.8 x 3.9”)
Centre weight		
1.5 kg (3.3 lbs)
Centre dimensions (H x W x D)		
95.9 x 260.3 x 100 mm (3.8 x 10.3 x 3.9”)
Finish		
Gloss black
		
Gloss white

Subwoofer			

Additional features
Weight
Dimensions H x W x D
Finish

100 W
45 Hz - 140 Hz
200 mm (8”) paper cone
Twin phono line level or speaker level
120 VA max
AC 100 - 120 V / 60 Hz - Fuse: T1.6A L / 250 V
AC 220 - 240 V / 50 Hz - Fuse: T800mA L / 250 V
ON / OFF/ AUTO power function
9 kg (20 lbs)
345 x 250 x 370 mm (13.6 x 9.8 x 14.6”)
Black
White

Tannoy Limited - product designed and engineered in the United Kingdom.
Tannoy adopts a policy of continuous improvement and product specification is subject to change.
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